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1. INT~00UcTf0h. 
It is well-known that there is a close connection between the oscillatory 
property of the ordinary differential equation 
and the spectrum of an associated selfadjoint operator T in L2((0, co)). 
Several authors have investigated various aspects of this connection. See, 
for example, [4, 71. In particular, suppose (1.1) is in the limit point case. 
Then Hartman and Putnam [4] showed that the least point in the continuous 
spectrum of T is equal to the oscillation constant of (1.1). The oscillation 
constant is defined to be the supremum of the set of h for which (1.1) is 
nonoscillatory. 
There are a large number of criteria ensuring the oscillation or non- 
oscillation of the elliptic equation 
(1.2) 
x = (x1 ,..., x,). See, for example, [5, 61. However, the author knows of 
no attempt to relate oscillation and spectrum in this case. The purpose 
of this paper is to establish this relation for a large class of equations of 
the form (1.2). In particular, we extend the result of Hartman-Putnam 
quoted above. 
The concept of nonoscillation in the multidimensional case is not as 
simple as in the one-variable case. The main reason is that in genera1 there 
are solutions to the same equation, some positive at infinity and others having 
zeros extending to infinity. For example, if n = 2, 1 x I2 cos 26 and log 1 x ! 
are both solutions to Laplace’s equation. In the one-dimensional case, 
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if one solution is positive at infinity, the number of zeros for any solution 
is finite and the equation is nonoscillatory. 
In Section 2 we define two types of nonoscillation, the ordinary and 
the strong. Although the two types are equivalent in one dimension, the 
question of equivalence is still open for two or more variables. In Section 3 
we relate these concepts of nonoscillation to the nature of the spectrum 
of an associated selfadjoint operator T. In particular, we prove that the 
only value of X for which (1.2) may be nonoscillatory but not strongly 
nonoscillatory is the least point in the continuous spectrum of T. In Section 4 
we remark that the question of the equivalence of ordinary and strong 
nonoscillation is related to some open questions in the spectral theory of 
differential operators. 
2. DEFINITIOXS AMI LEMMAS 
We will work with the formally selfadjoint elliptic operator 
L" = - $, & (n,j(.Y) $) -1. q(X)U. 
I I 
Here x = (x1 ,..., I n r ) is in an unbounded domain .Q of Euclidean n-space 
LIP. The boundary 852 is a smooth closed surface in IP. Now q(x) is con- 
tinuous on real valued on Q u Z-G’, and [Qua] is C2, symmetric real valued 
and positive definite for each x in Q u LQ. A bounded subdomain of 52 
will be called a nodal domain of (2.1) if there is a nontrivial solution of 
Lu = 0 defined on D and vanishing on the boundary aD. 
The following is the customary definition of nonoscillation. 
DEPIYITION 2.1. The equation Lu :- 0 is nonoscilluto~y if there is a 
positive R such that there are no nodal domains exterior to the sphere 
1x1 = R. 
There is another possible idea of nonoscillation. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The equation Lu -= 0 is strongly nonoscillatory if there 
is a positive function V(X) and a positive constant R such that Lv -:= 0 for 
Ix, > R. 
That Lu 7 0 is nonoscillatory if it is strongly nonoscillatory follows 
from the Sturmian comparison theorem due to Clark and Swanson [2]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose A1 < A, and (L - X,)u = 0 is (strongly) non- 
oscillatory. It then follows that (L - X,)u : 0 is (strongly) nonoscillatory. 
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Proof. Suppose first that (L - h,)u = 0 is oscillatory. Let R be an 
arbitrarily large fixed number. Assume that as2 is interior to the sphere 
1 x 1 T= R. Then there is a nodal domain D, for (L - h,)u .= 0 exterior 
to the sphere 1 x 1 : R. Hence the first eigenvalue for the problem 
Lu =: hu in D, , 
u = 0 on aD,, 
is no larger than h, and is thus smaller than h, . 
Now construct an annulus R < 1 x 1 < R, which contains D, . For each Y, 
0 < Y < 1, let D, be the image of D, under the mapping 
x + R(1 - r)(x/l x I) + YX. 
The first eigenvalue P(T) for the problem 
Lu = hu on D, , 
u = 0 on ED,, 
is bounded below by the first eigenvalue U(Y) for the problem 
--a: Au - pu =- hu, R < I x < R + Y(R, - R), 
u = 0, I x j = R or I x = R -j- Y(R, - R). 
We may take OL = inf{S . a(x)5 I R < 1 x [ < R + y(R, - R), i 5 1 = l} and 
/? = sup{1 q(x)1 1 R < I x I < R + Y(R, - R)}. It is easy to verify that 
U(Y) -+ co as Y + 0. Hence, X(Y) - 00 as Y + 0. Since /\(l) = /\r < ha and 
h(r) is continuous in Y, there must be an r0 with A(Y,,) = X, . D,. is a nodal 
domain for (L - h,)u = 0 and (L - h,)u = 0 would be oscillatory. 
Now suppose (L - X,)U = 0 is strongly nonoscillatory. Let R and W(X) 
be the constant and positive solution given in Definition 2.2. Assume without 
loss of generality that V(X) > 1 for I x I = R and that asZ is interior to the 
sphere I x I = R. Let u,,(x) be the solution to the Dirichlet problem 
(L - X,)u = 0, R < Ix ’ < R+m, 
u(x) = 1, Ix, ==R, 
u(x) = 0, I x ! -- R + m. 
Since (L - A1)u = 0 is nonoscillatory, 0 < u,(x) < I(~+~(x) for all m and 
for all x, R < 1 x 1 < R + m. 
If WC set w, = I(,,&, we find that 
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for R < j x , < R + m. Since A, -- A, > 0, the maximum principle holds 
for each w, . Thus w,, < 1 and 0 < u,,, < ~1. The interior Schauder 
estimates now show that there is a subsequence of (u,,} which converges 
to a positive solution of (L - h,)u = 0. Thus (L - A,)u = 0 is strongly 
nonoscillatory. The proof is now complete. 
Now we define the oscillation constant p as 
p = sup{X ! (L - h)u = 0 is nonoscillatory}. 
Lemma 2.1 implies that (L - A)u - 0 is nonoscillatory for all A < CL. 
Let W’,(Q) denote the usual Sobolev space of functions whose derivatives 
through order two are square integrable on R, i.e., are in La(Q). Let TO 
be the L2(SZ)-closure of the linear operator obtained by restricting L to the 
space of functions in W,(Q) which vanish on 852 and in a neighborhood 
of infinity. Then TO is a symmetric closed operator in L2(Q) and has an 
adjoint T,,*. 
Let T be any selfadjoint extension of T,, . A number h is in the continuous 
spectrum C(T) of T if there is a sequence {nnl} from the domain of T which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) jl u,,, IlL2 = 1 for each m, and {u,,} has no convergent subsequences. 
(b) Tu, - Au,,, --f 0 in L2(R) as m + ~0. 
If h is in C(T), any sequence {urn} which satisfies these conditions is called a 
characteristic sequence for A. 
The next lemma is a version of the decomposition principle of Glazman, 
see [3, p. 711. The proof of this version requires a characterization of the 
domain of the adjoint T,,* that can be found in [l, p. 3771. Namely the 
domain of TO* consists of all functions u that are locally W, on Q u aQ, 
which vanish on aQ, and for which Lu is in L2(Q). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be in C(T), and let K be a compact set in Q u 8Q. 
Then there is a singular sequence for X which consists of functions that vanish 
identicall-v on K. 
3. THEOREMS 
It is necessary for the proofs of the following theorems that we restrict 
the growth of the coefficient matrix a(x) := [aij(x)]. Namely we assume that 
lim inf l/R2 SUP .r * a(x)x/l x I2 < a. 
R-z (1/2)R<lz:<R 
\+‘e need (3.1) to truncate functions in the domain of TO*. 
(3.1) 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let p)(t) be Cz on 0 < t < 00, 0 < q(t) < 1, p)(t) = 1 for 
0 < t < l/2, and p)(t) = Ofor t > 1. Set vs(x) ~7 ~(1 x I/S). If u(x) satisfies 
(3. I), there is u sequence Sj -+ 03 such that for each real wlued u in the domain 
of To”, 
(7+ whj4 + 04 Lu) us j- 03. 
Proof. Let 77 = Q . Then 
(qu, L[r)u]) = (qu, r&u) - lo T]UVT * u(x) Vu dx - /o T)U div(auV7) dx. 
NOW 
mu div(uuC7) = div(Tu2uVT) - qVu * uV7 - u2Vq . UC?. 
Thus 
(r]u, L[?u]) = (mu, 7Lu) - Jo div(7u2uVq) dx + 1], u2V7 . uV7 dx. 
If S is so large that 7 = 7s is constant on ZQ, the integral of the divergence 
vanishes by Gauss’ theorem. Hence 
(7~~9 47~4) = (794 7~4 + .i, u2V7s -aV7, dx. (3.2) 
We have the obvious estimate 
I 
1 UTAH . uV7, dx < const. - 
n s2 ~1!2X,<S 
x * u(x)x 
I x I2 I 
u2 dx. 
(112)S<12l<S 
If S = Sj and we let j -+ 00, we now see that the second term on the right 
side of (3.2) tends to zero, while the first term tends to (u, Lu). Thus the 
proof is now complete. 
The first theorem identifies the oscillation constant p as the least point 
in the continuous spectrum of T. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be defined by (2.1), and let T be an associated serf- 
udjoint operator in L2(Q). Then the oscillution constant TV is the least point 
in the continuous pectrum of T. 
Proof. First suppose that X is chosen so that the spectrum of T to the 
left of h is finite. Then, as Glazman proved [3, p. 1581, (L - X)u : 0 must 
be nonoscillatory. Thus p > min C(T). 
Now suppose h > min C(T). We claim that (L - h)u = 0 is then non- 
oscillatory. Let R be a fixed positive number so large that %2 is inside the 
sphere I x 1 = R, but otherwise arbitrary. Let (J < h be in C(T). By 
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Lemma 2.2, we can find a singular sequence {u,} for o which consists of 
functions which vanish for ) .X ) < R + 1. Since L is a real operator, we 
may assume without loss of generality that each u, is real. 
Pick a positive e so that u + 3~ < X. Then there is an m such that 
(u,,~ , Lu,,,) < u $ E. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that (my, , L[r],+,J) < 
(T + 2r for all sufficiently large j. Since ,I ~~,u,~ 11 --f ‘: u, II = 1 as j --+ cc, 
for all large j. But (3.4) implies that there is a nodal domain for (L - h)~ = 0 
exterior to the sphere ! x ) = R. Si rice R is arbitrary, (L - A)u = 0 is 
oscillatory. The claim is established, and p ,< min C(T). This completes 
the proof. 
Although the question of the equivalence of ordinary and strong non- 
oscillation is open, the next theorem shows that only at the value X = min C(T) 
can the equation (L - A)u = 0 be nonoscillatory yet fail to be strongly 
nonoscillatory. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be defined by (2.1) and suppose the coe&ient matrix 
a(x) satisjes (3.1). Zf h is less than the oscillation constant p, it follows that 
the equation (I, - A)u = 0 is strongly nonoscillatory. 
Proof. Let R be a variable taking values so large that 852 C {x 1 i x ) < R]. 
For each such R, define Q, == {.x 1 x 1 > R}. Define the function f(R) by 
Modify, if necessary, the coefficients a(x) and q(x) on a compact subset 
of Q so that for some R,, 
f(Ro) < P (3.5) 
If the conclusion holds for the modified operator, it will also hold for the 
original. 
It is clear that f (R) is a continuous nondecreasing function of R. Further- 
more, 
(3.6) 
For otherwise there would be a positive f such that f (R) < p - E for all R. 
Then (L - (p - l ))u = 0 would be oscillatory. Since this cannot be, (3.6) 
must hold. 
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Since h < p, (3.5) and (3.6) permit us to pick an R, 2 R, such that 
h <f(4) < CL- (3.7) 
Kow WC claim that (15 - f(R,))u =: 0 is strongly nonoscillatory. First let 
T, be a selfadjoint linear operator in L*(QRl) associated with I, and the 
boundary condition I( -= 0 on X!,, . Lemma 3.1 together with truncation 
at Ix 1 = R, show that 
f(R,) = in@, Lu)l(u, 4, 
where the infimum is taken over the domain of Tl . Hence, f(R,) is the 
least point in the spectrum of Tl . But, by Theorem 3.1, p is the least point 
in the continuous spectrum of Tl . Then (3.7) implies that f(R,) is a point 
eigenvalue of T, . So if W(X) is the associated eigenfunction, we may assume 
that w(x) is positive. Thus the claim is established. By (3.7) and Lemma 2.1, 
(L - X)u :; 0 is strongly nonoscillatory. The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that if the equation (L - X)U = 0 is nonoscillatory, 
the spectrum of T to the left of h is countable with h as the only possible 
point of accumulation. Th e o f 11 owing theorem strengthens this conclusion in 
the case that the equation (L - h)u = 0 is strongly nonoscillatory. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be defined by (2.1), and suppose the coeJ&ient matrix 
a(x) satisfis condition (3. I). Let T be a selfadjoint operator associated with L 
and the boundary condition I( = 0 on X?. If the equation (I, - X)u :- 0 is 
strongly nonoscillatory, it follows that the spectrum of T to the kzft of h is$nite. 
Proof. From the spectral decomposition of T, it suffices to find a finite 
set {ur ,..., u,~} of functions such that (u, Tu) 2 h(u, u) for any function u 
in the domain of T which is orthogonal to each uj . We proceed to construct 
such a set. 
First let w(x) be the positive solution of the equation Lu - Xu = 0 defined 
for 1 x 1 > R. Assume that R is chosen so large that %Q C {x 1 I .v I < R}. 
Consider the regular eigenvalue problem 
I& = uu, .t: in Q and 1 x I < R. 
u := Oon ai 
n . a(x) Vu - ((l/w)n . a(x) Va)u = 0, ix1 = R. 
Here n = x/l x I. Let ur < us < ... < uN denote the first N eigcnvalues, 
and let u,(x),..., u,,(x) be their associated normalized eigenfunctions. N is 
chosen so large that u,v > h. Each uj can be chosen to be real valued and 
Uj(X) = 0 for I x > R. Now suppose II is a real-valued function in 
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W,({X 1 1 x 1 < R and x E Q}) such that II = 0 on as;! and (Y, uj) = 0 for 
j = I, 2,..., N. Then it follows that 
[Vu . a(x) Vu f q(x) u”] dx 
3 =N i 
u2 dx + 
s 
I 
dfh(iz~<R) izi=R a 
n * a(x) Vvu2 da. (3.8) 
Suppose u is a real-valued function in the domain of Z’such that (Y, uj) = 0, 
j = 1, 2,..., N. By Lemma 3.1, truncation at EG, and mollification, we can 
construct a sequence {T,,~} of functions in C,m(&?) such that 
vrn -+ u in L2(s2) 
and 
(%, , GJ,) + 04 w. 
We expand each v,,, in terms of the uj as 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
%n = f t”j 9 %n) % + @nz . 
j-1 
We see from (3.9) that p,” - @,, - 0 in W,((x 1 1 .r I < R and x E 52)). Since 
(3.8) holds for II = $&, , we will have 
i -nn(l+l<R) [bm * 44 bm + q(x) q,n2] dx 
>, =N 
s fh(lzl<R} 
qm2 dx + n * u(x) Gvpm2 do - E, , (3.11) 
where E, + 0 as m -+ co. 
Now we integrate the identity 
Vq,, . a(x) VP, + (vm2/v) div(a(x) Vu) 
= dW(vm2/v) u(x) VW) + v2V(p)&) * u(x) V(q,dv) 
over the region (1 x I > R} and apply Gauss’ theorem to the divergence 
term. The inequality 
2x I vrn2 dx - I 
1 - 
fzl>R Izl=R v 
n . u(x) V~.P,,,~ da
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results. We add this to (3.11) to obtain 
btn 3 b%n) 2 ~(P,n , %I) - en, . 
By (3.9) and (3.ld), if we let m + co, we find that 
(4 q > +, 4. (3.12) 
(3.12) follows for an arbitrary u orthogonal to Ye, ua ,..., and uN since it 
holds for the real and imaginary parts of u. The proof is now complete. 
4. REMARKS 
Suppose L is a differential operator of the form (2.1) whose coefficient 
matrix satisfies condition (3.1). The following is a natural question. 
QUESTION. Zf the equation (L - A)u = 0 is nonoscillatory, does it follow 
that it is also strongly nonoscillatory? 
If the answer is yes, we should then have the solution to two open questions 
in the qualitative theory of spectral analysis of differential operators. First, 
Glazman [3, p. 1581 showed that a sufficient condition for the equation 
(L - h)u == 0 to be nonoscillatory is that the spectrum of T to the left of h 
be finite. He claimed that in the case that T, was selfadjoint, the necessity 
was unknown. By Theorem 3.3, the condition would be necessary if the 
answer to our Question is yes. 
A second open question is as follows. Let T be the selfadjoint linear 
operator in L2(52) generated by L and the boundary condition 
(au/an) f P(X)U = 0 on asz. 
Hem du/6n is the normal derivative and p(x) > 0. It is well-known that 
the least point TV in the continuous spectrum of T is invariant under perturba- 
tions of p, asZ, or of a(x) and q(x) on compact subsets of 852. It is not known, 
however (see G&man [3, p. 201) if the property that the spectrum of T 
is finite to the left of p is invariant under such perturbations. Again the 
answer would be that it is if the answer to our Question is yes. 
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